GT-610 SERIES
\\ Precision Centerless Grinders

GT-610
Automated Infeed/Thrufeed
Centerless Grinder
GT-610 CNC
Automated Infeed/Thrufeed High
Precision Centerless Grinder

GT-610 EZ
Infeed/ Thrufeed Centerless
Grinder

GT-610M
Thrufeed Centerless
Grinder

INNOVATION MANUFACTURED ™

\\ A Process Solution for Every Application
From manual to fully automated, Glebar’s modular platform GT-610 Series of infeed/thrufeed centerless
grinders can be configured to provide a custom turnkey solution for your specific grinding and gauging
challenge. Serving the automotive, aerospace, energy and medical markets (to name a few), these machines
are capable of grinding a wide variety of components such as valve seats, spring cups, arthroscopic shavers,
PCD drill bits, bone drill blanks, taps, fasteners, lifters, pinion shafts, punches and more. Visit our website
for a comprehensive library of components we have processed. (www.glebar.com/applications).
Found at the highest end of the series spectrum, the fully automated GT-610 CNC is capable of multiple partper-cycle grinding, auto dressing, in and offline integrated gauging, washing and drying and MORE – to
provide a truly hands-off, turnkey solution for both high volume and quick changeover applications.

\\ The Glebar Advantage
Since 1952, Glebar has been focused on providing its customers with centerless grinding solutions that
increase productivity and drive margin enhancement. Our rigid, highly-precise, and flexible machines
operate on a smaller footprint than most of our competition – able to remove more material faster with
better surface finishes. Through intelligent control and design, the G-ratios can exceed machines twice
its size, all while maintaining exceptional roundness, diameter and taper tolerances.

GT-610 CNC

The GT-610-CNC is the complete“lights-out” solution for applications where a high degree of automation,
data gathering and gauging feedback is required. Configured with pick/place gantries or six-axis robots,
this machine ensures a hands-off, high production or frequent change-over operation with the assurance
(CNC) work-wheel dresser.
Also available is our patented programmable work rest blade. The 12” diameter work wheel model offers
an ultra precision twin-grip spindle design for increased rigidity, faster component processing speed and
is designed for larger diameter parts.

\\ Movable Work

Rest Blade

Glebar’s patented programmable
work rest blade option adjusts the
lateral position of the parts (when
grinding), which is ideal for grinding
shoulders or end radiuses.

Super Precision Centerless Grinding System

\\ CNC Work Wheel Dresser

The CNC w o r k wheel dresser incorporates 0.1
micron linear scales on both slides and a high speed
roll dress spindle, which is extremely rigid and
precise, with runout of less than 0.00005” (1.3 µm).
Powered by a brushless servo motor, it offers high
torque and closed-loop velocity control at up to 15,000
RPM. Single point dressing is also available.

\\ Independent Slides

The GT-610 CNC features super high rigidity roller guides with 0.1
micron scale feedback and an available super high-precision
regulating wheel housing with angular contact ABEC 7 bearings .
The independent control of both slides allows size compensation
to take place on the top slide, the bottom slide, or both,
depending on the application and process. Controlling these axes
separately reduces setup time and allows the operator to set slide
positions quickly and methodically.

\\ Controls

Glebar’s control system optimizes the grinding process by monitoring
operation variables such as grinding wheel diameter and wheel
loading. The system is able to compensate for size variation and adapt
these process variables for maximum efficiency. The intuitive HMI
provides an ideal simple touch screen user interface designed to
produce efficient and flexible setups. Glebar works with its customers to
customize the software layout and access rights to meet their exact needs.

GT-610
\\ Automated Infeed/Thrufeed Centerless Grinding System

The GT-610 mid-range system, offered fully enclosed on either a granite or mineral cast base,
offers automated work wheel and regulating wheel dressing and is ideal for many thrufeed and
infeed applications. Closed-loop servo driven slides offer the operator a high degree of control
over the parts being ground.

Auto Dressing - Precision Bearings

Granite Base w/ Enclosure

HMI Controls & Gauging Interface

GT-610 EZ
\\ Thrufeed / Infeed Centerless Grinding System

Similar to the GT-610, the GT-610 EZ is built on a granite bed (standard platform) for reduced
vibration and thermal stability. The GT-610 EZ is the newest addition to the GT-Series Centerless
Grinder suite. A lean version of the GT-610, the GT-610 EZ is an affordable, compact, highprecision thrufeed grinding system, designed for machine shops. Applications include carbide,
bar stock, pins, bushings, metals, hard and green ceramics and other engineered materials.

Workhead Assembly with Precision Bearings and
Work Wheel Dresser

Available Without Work Wheel Dresser for
Diamond Wheel Applications

GT-610M
\\ Thrufeed Centerless Grinding System

The GT-610M is an affordable, compact, precision thrufeed grinding system, built for the
machine shop, offering a wheel more than double the width of other machines in its class.
Applications include spool valves, bar stock, pins, bushings, metals, hard and green ceramics,
and other engineered materials.

GT-610M

Compact 8-5/8” Wide Grinding Wheel

\\ Made in the USA
Glebar manufactures everything in the USA. All of our products are conceived and assembled in our
world-class facility in Ramsey, New Jersey – where every machine is built, designed and each Process
Solution is engineered. We can manage inventory for your Glebar parts and consumables (Kanban) that
we readily stock to ensure maximum uptime of our customers’ machines. Glebar is an ISO 9001 Certified
company and is accredited by ANAB. All of our aftermarket parts are of the highest quality and are
delivered on time – all the time.

One Stop Shop for Centerless Grinding

Bowl Feeder
Laser Inspection &
Part Singulation

Six- Axis Robot with
Step Feeder

\\ P4K Gauging System
The P4K serves as a setup reduction
device while providing feedback of
the entire component geometry for all
parts in a cycle to automatically
correct the grinding wheel dress
shape (correcting the wheel dress
shape from any measurement device
is patent-pending). This is all done in
seconds - drastically reducing setup
time and improving quality control.

Quick Change Gripper System

Automation
As with other high performance Glebar machines in this class, the GT-610 CNC and
GT-610 can be fitted with robots, feeders, cleaning and drying stations and laser
inspection systems to provide a truly hands-off, turnkey solution for high
production grinding applications that demand ultimate precision. Additionally,
OPC interfacing to supervisory plant controls is also available to gather production
data and track maintenance and critical operational statistics. Equipped with
automatic dynamic wheel balancing and acoustic emissions sensing, the machine
is easy to setup and changeover.

Pictured Above: Featured in Modern Machine Shop, the fully automated GT-610 Throughfeed Centerless
Grinding System. Processing Spring Cups (Automotive) at a rate of 2 parts per second with zero defects.

FEATURED CASE STUDY:
GT-610 Throughfeed Grinding Spring Cups

PROCESS STEPS
1. Vibratory Bowl Feeder:

The parts are loaded into the vibratory bowl unit and then are sent single file into a track feeding into the Precision Singulation System. This type of feeder is one of
many Glebar features available for the versatile GT-610.
2. Precision Singulation System:
A precision singulation system was engineered and developed to singulate the incoming parts and inspect each part individually at a rate of 2 parts per-second after
exiting the vibratory bowl as a continuous row of parts.
3. & 4. Presort Laser and Vision Inspection.
Parts pass through a non-contact three-plane laser gauge and inspects parts for ovality. Two cameras inspect each part for breaks or cracks prior to grinding. If parts
are not the right shape or imperfections are found, they are removed from the track prior to entering the grinding area.
5. Centerless Grinding - Zero Defect:
The .25” diameter parts are then fed into the machine for centerless thrufeed grinding by a 10" diameter x 8 5/8 long work wheel.
Tests have shown that up to 20,000 parts were successfully ground before the wheel had to be redressed!
6. Cleaning:
The parts finish being ground and proceed to an air knife cleaning station where the debris is removed.
7. Laser Gauge Inspection:
After cleaning, the parts pass through a laser gauge for diameter measurement. The data is collected, analyzed and fed back to the Glebar GT-610 for automatic size
compensation. Measurements are shown on a trend graph on the machine control.
8. Cleated Conveyor:
After parts are laser gauged, they are moved onto to a cleated conveyor taking the parts to the second vibratory bowl feeder.
9. & 10. Final Inspection and Packing
The parts feed into two Eddy current sensors to final inspect for cracks or voids. The good parts are then dropped into a complete box, ready for shipping and when full,
stages the next box so the system can continue running unattended.

Glebar Advanced Analytics
Glebar Advanced Analytics is Glebar’s next step in its journey into IIoT or the “Industrial Internet of Things,” which will help to
revolutionize machine and industrial automation as we know it.
Glebar jumps into Industry 4.0 by introducing Glebar Advanced Analytics, a cloud-based machine monitoring solution with
actionable real-time data allowing the user to make cost saving and capacity decisions remotely on their smart device or computer.
Glebar has used OPC on its machines for many years. Now we are adopting and leveraging the MTConnect® standard together with a
custom software solution allowing customers to achieve a complete digital integration of their factory floor to further improve their
operational efficiency using IIoT. The solution collects data from Glebar and other machine tools and communicates via MTConnect®
OPC UA or a wide variety of machine to machine protocols, without having to tie into a customer's network. It interprets and
synthesizes the data and delivers actionable real-time analytics on easy-to-read dashboards, allowing operators and managers to
reduce scrap and increase machine capacity, uptime and output.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Glebar Advanced Analytics includes the most commonly used KPIs like OEE, Quality, and Performance so you can start using it as
soon as you plug it in. The KPIs and role-based templates gets you up and running fast so you can realize process advantages
quicker than any other solution. Dashboards are setup and displayed simply focused by employee role showing the user what is
important without overloading them with data. Employees at any level can use the product. In addition to MTConnect® and OPC
UA , Glebar Advanced Analytics also supports 100+ different protocols, used by virtually every machine in the manufacturing
industry, such as Modbus, Profinet, OPC/UA and many more. The system is plug-and-play right out of the box so connecting with
historians, process controllers, or PLCs is easy and simple. It is offered as part of a complete grinding and/or gauging solution, or
as a stand-alone product for existing machines. Glebar can also use this protocol to offer even more as part of our service offerings,
including real time monitoring to predict failures, tool wear and maximizing uptime and process efficiency. For more information
on this solution, please visit www.glebar.com/advanced-analytics.

Aftermarket Sales and Service

Glebar has a dedicated After Market Sales and Service team, focused on ensuring that you are delivered
spare parts and consumables that are of the highest quality, that are always on time and that are of a
competitive price.
• Glebar stocks over 200 parts and consumables available in 1 business day
• We offer several Inventory Control Programs
• Our parts and consumables are of the highest quality and are ideal for getting maximum efficiency from
your Glebar machine
• 24/7 Customer Support and Parts Ordering is available
Glebar recognizes that modern manufacturing requires a reaction time faster than ever. We provide our
customers with service plans that allow them to focus on manufacturing and innovation, not the equipment.
We offer many plan levels that incorporate services applicable to a large range of industries. Whether you are
looking to even out costs, protect your capital investment, reduce labor costs, streamline trouble-shooting, or
simply increase up-time, Glebar has a plan to fit your needs. Visit our website for more details.

Composite Base

Granite Bed

Granite Bed

Cast Iron Bed

KEY FEATURES

GT-610 CNC GT-610

GT-610 EzZ

GT-610M

High-production, lights-out grinding capability

Patented controlled, motorized work rest blade slide adjusts lateral position of the parts
CNC grinding work wheel and regulating wheel dressing capability
Proven technology for grinding multiple parts per cycle
Super precision twin grip spindle for superior rigidity, stiffness and spindle life.
Part diameter feedback to control system corrected wheel dress profile for size variation by station
The P4K serves as a setup reduction device while providing feedback of the entire component geometry for
all parts in a cycle to automatically correct the grinding wheel dress shape (correcting the wheel dress
shape from any measurement device is patent-pending).
improvingTouch
quality
control.
Intuitive
Screen
HMI (Human Machine Interface) Controls
Multiple programmable grind zones
Template tracing dressers for both work wheel and regulating wheel
Built in infeed and thrufeed cycles with programmable inputs and positioning
0.1 Micron feedback glass scale on upper and lower ball screw driven slides (only upper on GT-610EZ)
Automatic wheel balancing and acoustic emissions system for ease of setup
Auto dress feature to set redress after grinding a set number of parts
Servo regulating wheel drive
Variable speed grinding wheel drive
Available High-precision, angular contact ABEC 7 bearings on the regulating wheel spindle
24/7 Technical Support, Field Service and Lease Financing

SPECIFICATIONS
GT-610 CNC
GT-610 & GT-610 EZ
Work Wheel Diameter: 10” (254 mm) or 12” (305mm) Work Wheel Size: 10” x 8.625” (254 x 219mm)
Work Wheel Length: 8-5/8” (219mm)
Work Wheel RPM: 200 – 2500
Work Wheel Spindle Power: 15HP (11kW)
Regulating Wheel Diameter: 6” (152 mm)
Regulating Wheel Power: 2HP (1.5kW)
Regulating Wheel RPM: 10 - 200
Grinding Diameter: MAX 1-1/2” (38.1mm) MIN 0.002” (0.05mm) (specials available)
Roundness: better than 0.00004” (1.02 microns)
Diameter accuracy: better than 0.00005”
(1.27 microns)
Upper Slide resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004”)
Lower Slide resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004”)
CNC Dresser X resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004”)
CNC Dresser Y resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004”)

Work Wheel RPM: 2500
Work Wheel Spindle Power: 15HP (11kW)
Regulating Wheel Diameter: 6” (152 mm)
Regulating Wheel Power: 2HP (1.5kW)
Regulating Wheel RPM: 10 - 200
Grinding Diameter: MAX 1-1/2” (38.1mm) MIN 0.002” (0.05mm) (specials available)
Roundness: better than 0.00005” (1.27 microns)
Diameter accuracy: better than 0.0001”
(2.5 microns)
Upper Slide resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004”)
Lower Slide resolution: 0.1µm (0.000004” (610)*
N/A
N/A

*GT-610 Only

GT-610M
Work Wheel size: 10” x 8.625” (254 x 219mm)
Work Wheel RPM: 2500
Work Wheel Spindle Power: 15HP (11kW)
Regulating Wheel Diameter: 6” (152 mm)
Regulating Wheel Power: 2HP (1.5kW)
Regulating Wheel RPM: 10 - 200
Grinding diameter: MAX 1 1/2” (38mm) –
MIN 0.002” (0.05mm) (specials available)
Roundness: better than 0.00005” (1.27 microns)
Diameter accuracy: better than 0.0001”
(2.5 microns)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Tel. 800 235 5122
www.glebar.com

Glebar Company
565 East Crescent Avenue
Ramsey, NJ 07446

ISO 9001: 2015

